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S u m m a r y : The article deals with the problems of the
lack of uniformity in machine computer embroidery
terminology, as well as the existing classification of
types of embroidery stitches that are based on the basis
of specific software tools of embroidery editors. There
have been analyzed both their advantages and
disadvantages. There have been defined the basic types
of machine computer embroidery.
K e y w o r d s : machine embroidery, stitches type,
classification.

INTRODUCTION
Currently, Ukraine has a small amount of
embroidery businesses compared with Western
Europe, North America and Asia, where the
industry is thriving in small and medium sized
businesses. However, the number of such
enterprises is rapidly spreading. Embroidery
extensively uses computer technology, Internet
technology for data transmission, which,
undoubtedly, is quite comfortable. But at the
same time, enterprises point out the
insufficient amount of information in this area.
The purpose of this article is overview
existing classifications of types stitches
embroidery.
Object of study – the process of
classification a type stitches machine computer
embroidery.

The subject of the study – the type of
embroidery stitches.
The majority of Ukrainian publications
that are devoted directly to the issues of
machine embroidery, are usually represented by
advertising publications and interviews of small
embroidery firms and distribution companies of
foreign corporations. Since 2010, the most
comprehensive
source
have
been
documentation translations of foreign software
and materials from organizations web sites that
are engaged in machine embroidery. Auxiliary
barriers to information are related with the
desire of organizations to preserve trade secrets
of domestic production developments.
Nowadays there is a number of overseas
embroidery companies associations, there is
issued periodical literature and there work
special schools, there are organized
international conference, as well as online
conferences on machine embroidery. Thus,
among the foreign periodicals there should be
noted Eurostitch magazine, Printwear, Stitch
& Print, Embroidery, Stitches magazine,
Designs in machine embroidery, Creative
machine embroidery magazine and others.
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OBJECTS AND PROBLEMS
Among the foreign authors, who are
covering embroidery machine issues, there are:
B. Geer, J. Lamb, B. Start, H. Hart Momsen,
D. Jones and others, whose articles are widely
published in periodicals and online
publications. Thus, one of the pioneers in the
field of machine embroidery – Barry Start –
distinguishes in his works the following types
of stitches: step, cross, satin, stem, star [3].
The peculiarity of his classification is the
commitment to outdated machine embroidery
design, that is: hand position design of each
puncture ("a stitch is a stitch punching"), the
use of graphic tablets and perforation, which,
in our opinion, is a disadvantage.
In his research, «You can digitize» [11]
James M. Lamb is studying embroidery
programs design based on the opportunities and
software editor of computer embroidery Pulse
Signature (Tajima DG / ML). The author
suggests the description of stitches types used
in the editor (Fig. 1).
The peculiarity of his classification is
binding to the ways of setting up a certain
stitch type using specific software tools of
embroidery editor Pulse Signature (Talma DG
/ ML).

Fig. 1. Stitches types classification (J. Lamb)
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V. Tikhomirov (LLC "SysTech", Russia)
in the description of embroidery editor GR3
[27] identifies the following types of stitches
as half-stitch, line, zigzag, tatami etc. The
classification of V. Tikhomirov is also based
on a software tool for building stitching used
in the GR3 editor.
D. Chernenko's work [3] divides
embroidery stitches (or stitches overfilling)
into three basic types: the line, glad’ and satin.
His classification is based on the completed
form of stitch fillings that convey the basic
elements of artistic composition – contours,
lines, spots (Fig. 2). With this approach, as
claimed by D. Chernenko [2, 3], there are
considered the geometric and visual properties
of stitch fillings, regargless of the program
editor and algorithms by which they were
created. However, in our opinion, this
classification has many disadvantages, which
will be touched upon further.
In the embroidery design program editor
"Urfinus" (LLC "Dzhussoft", Russia) [18]
types of stitches are classified as simple and
complex objects (Fig. 3). The peculiarity of
this classification is that instead of the stitch
type the authors use the term "object".
Classification is based on the capabilities of
the software editors "Urfinus".
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Fig. 2. Stitch fillings classification [3]: а – line, b – satin, c – glad’

Fig. 3. Stitches types classification of “Urfinus” editor (LLC "Dzhussoft")

Since the task of the embroidery design
programming is the distribution of a given
pattern into separate filling areas, and different
areas tend to require different types of filling,
which differ in density and direction of filling,
in the picture of filling etc., then the object is a
piece of the program saved in a special format
(*.urf) as a set of nodal points that describe the
shape of the object, and list their properties
that define the method of object filling [18].

The disadvantage is the lack of classification
such term as type of stitch.
Among the domestic companies the
should be pointed out Ltd. "Epsima, NPP"
(Zhytomyr, Ukraine) [12], which classifies the
stitches on the principle that is based on the
manual traditional seams. During their
seminars on technological foundations of
machine
embroidery,
the
specialists
distinguish only two basic types of stitches
with modifications (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Stitch types classification, based on the materials of Ltd. "Epsima, NPP"

а

b
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d

Fig. 5. Stitch types classification (М. Belova): а – hand stitch, b – run stitch, c – satin, d – tatami

In his article [1] M. Belova suggestss to
classify machine embroidery stitches as four
basic types (Fig. 5): manual stitch, run/walk
stitch, satin (possible titles: smooth surface,
column stitch, satin stitch, satin path, etc.) and
tatami (possible titles: filling, step, fill,
complex fill, ceeding stitch).
Famous in the west digitizer H. Hart
Momsen in his research [15] suggest
classifying embroidery stitches (stitch objects)
into two types: simple and satin stitch (glad’).
Unlike M. Belova, H. Hart Momsen believes
that hand stitching is a simple stitch in which
all the stitches are defined according the
location and length by the programmer, not
governed by the software, so may not be
considered typical. Fill is also not considered

an independent stitch: it is seen as a
constellation of many straight stitches.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Types stitches of machine embroidery.
Universal classification
As of today there is a lot of embroidery
software: Pe-design, Urfinus, Ces_2000, Eos3,
Embird Studio, Wilcom ES, Tajima DG / ML
by Pulse Ambassador and others [19, 23-25].
Thus, one of the most versatile machine
embroidery editors at present is considered
Wilcom ES (Head Office – Sydney, Australia).
The authors-developers of the program [7]
classify all machine stitches into two types:
outlines and fill (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Stitch types classification of Wilcom ES editor

Traditionally, there believed to be only
three types of machine embroidery: a simple
stitch (Run), satin (glad’) and fill (Fill) [1].
Each of them should be studied separately
further.
Run (simple stitch, stitch, straight stitch,
running stitch; walk stitch) – number of single
stitches along the line. Needle punctures occur
in sequential order (Fig. 2a, 7). Almost each of
the reviewed classifications have this type of
stitch. Its properties are fully set out in the
given research [3].

Fig. 7. Simple stitch (Run)

If with a simple stitch almost everything
is simple, with the following types of
embroidery stitches there might occur some
complications. For example, satin (satin stitch,
column stitch, satin stitch, satin path, steal,

etc.) is considered by D. Chernenko [3] a tight
zigzag (Fig. 2b). S. Fedorov [7] notes that the
name "Satin" is derived from the name of a
particularly smooth fabric weave. Like fabric,
"Satin" stitches smoothly fill some element of
embroidery from one edge to another edge of
the form (fig. 8a). Zigzag stitches are similar
with "Satin", but unlike this one, every stitch is
done with an inclination towards the base (Fig.
8b).
Thus, we can conclude that satin and
zigzag are the different types of stitches for
embroidery picture, but similar in its
properties such as width, filling, density, angle
of the stitches etc. All considered classification
denote such type of stitch as "satin", except
"Epsima, NPP" (Fig. 4), wherein the satin is
determined a "glad’" instead. M. Belova [1]
believes that "satin" and "glad’" are different
names of the same type. D. Chernenko [3]
(Fig. 2) considers "satin" and "glad’" different
types of embroidery stitches. If we carefully
analyze the picture of binding (Fig. 2c), it is
similar to the type of "zigzag" (Fig. 8b).
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Fig. 8. Basic embroidery stitches that fill the form of the object: а – satin; b – zigzag; c – tatami

The same picture is the type of stitch
called "satin" (Fig. 5c) in classification by M.
Belova. Yet it should be noted that in the
research [3] "glad’" was selected as on of the
three types proposed by the author for the
experimental filling from (Fig. 9).

3. The most complete, in our opinion, is
the classification based on Wilcom ES editor.
4. This classification is based on the
completed type of stitch fillings that deliver
the basic artistic composition elements contours, lines and marks.
5. With such approach, there may be
considered geometrical and visual features of
completed stitch fillings.
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АНАЛИЗ КЛАССИФИКАЦИИ ТИПОВ СТЕЖКОВ
МАШИННОЙ ВЫШИВКИ
Галина Репка, Анатолий Мычко, Инесса Дейнека
А н н о т а ц и я . В статье рассмотрены вопросы
проблем
отсутствия
единой
терминологии
машинной компьютерной вышивки несмотря на
возросший интерес к этой отрасли швейной
промышленности,
а
также
существующие
классификации типов вышивальных стежков,
которые основываются на базе конкретных
программных инструментов редакторов машинной
вышивки. В ходе исследования было установлено,
что одним из наиболее универсальных редакторов
машинной вышивки на сегодняшний день по праву
является Wilcom ES. Установлены основные типы
машинной компьютерной вышивки.
К л ю ч е в ы е с л о в а : машинная компьютерная
вышивка, типы стежков, классификация.

